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Very remarkable presentation of Jesus of Nazareth.
Very unsettling but I admit I cannot help but to listen.
Thank you.

{The Life of Jesus – Learning to Listen}

Al Duwadimi, Saudi Arabia

Thank you for the very stirring presentations of
the Christian holy books which are magnetic.
{The Bible – Origin and Transmission}
Mecca, Saudi Arabia

These lessons are tremendous.
I have been recommending them to everyone I know.
These are the only studies of the "New Testament" which keep me really riveted.
Jerusalem, Israel

The Bible origin and transmission series has reverberated throughout academic circles.
Nothing of this importance has been produced since
the work of the parallel committees decades ago.
I know who the speaker is.
He is clearly remaining anonymous deliberately
in order to bring to light the state of New Testament scholarship.
Budapest, Romania

Lia Xian is wonderful !
She has been born again.
Lia Xian trusted in Jesus ! ! !
Baoan, China

Greetings and best wishes to you.
Your messages are tremendous and I have learned so much.
At first they made me angry,
then sad,
now very happy because I believe this is true.
Al Hofuf, Saudi Arabia

Si le professeur envisageait de présenter une brève présentation évangélique en français
et de l'afficher sur la première page,
je la distribuerai à bon nombre de ses anciens élèves.
Ils ne décideront pas nécessairement de faire confiance à Jésus,
mais ils écouteront certainement leur professeur!
J'ai été sauvé à cause de ses conseils sur la Bible alors qu'il enseignait la littérature.
Paris, France

Translation:
If the professor would consider posting a brief Gospel presentation in French
and posting it on the front page,
I would distribute it to his many former students.
They would not necessarily decide to trust in Jesus,
but they will certainly listen to their professor!
I was saved as a result of his hints about the Bible as he was teaching literature.

New study posted Wednesday, September 6, 2017

The Rapture:

Leaving the Shadows for Reality

Are we merely characters in a virtual reality game?

The speaker has incredibly grasped and clearly explained the new
"disturbing" revelations about the world of quantum mechanics.
More remarkably, he has offered solutions which
initially were not appealing because of the religious content.
However I admit that his explanations are the only ones I've heard which are plausible.
I have begun to explore the many studies on this site
and find them to be very interesting.
Geneva, Switzerland

Every one of these sermons speak to my life.
The latest about the Rapture being an escape to reality touched me powerfully.
This teaching of grace, unmerited favor, is so lacking among Bible teachers.
This pastor is the only one who never ever lapses back
into legalism and self-effort.
I am sharing with everyone I know, including many radio ministries.
Buffalo, New York
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The marvelous lesson on waiting for Jesus in order to go home stirred me greatly.
Holy Spirit was working powerfully through these words.
I was so struck that I virtually browbeat 2 cousins (unsaved) to listen.
They were likewise struck.
Now they are formerly unsaved!
Share this with you friends and family. It is irresistible.
Perth, Western Australia

These messages are absolutely outstanding.
People here are enthralled with the “History of the World” lessons.
They love knowing that there is a God.
They quickly grasp the need of salvation and embrace Jesus as their substitute / savior.
It’s so wonderful that you do not charge for anything,
nor do you even require that someone gives their email address.
(So many people here do not have money nor email addresses.)
There is not even a “Donate” section anywhere on the site.
Bless you and I pray that God will continue to provide your needs ! ! ! ! !
Hong Kong

I love every one of these messages.
Every message on every topic.
The last message posted on the benefits of living our lives waiting for Jesus
impacted me deeply.
It was so powerful I could not help but pass it along to my friends.
God's Holy Spirit was speaking unmistakably through the teacher.
One friend trusted in Jesus
and many others expressed a desire to know more.
Sydney, Australia

Praise the true God in heaven who rules over the creation and over me.
I praise God for opening heaven to me
as I now trust with joy in Jesus, the only savior.
Kuwait

These talkings are blessingment!
Haotian Dao, China
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The Bible origin and transmission series is outstanding.
I had followed the work of the Aland / Metzger committees
and had become disheartened that their work could fade into oblivion.
This series has recaptured their scholarly work and rendered it
comprehensible to the layperson.
For me the issue was that I grasped the validity of the New Testament.
More than anything else I grasped the message of the New Testament
and embraced my Messiah Yeshua haNotzri.
Jerusalem, Israel

The Bible studies have invigorated our village.
For many of we, including myself,
these were the first Bible teaching ever.
And to discover in the Bible my savior Jesus!
Iceland

The Bible story talkings are each spectacular !
I learn of Jesus.
This is the bestest of all !
Zhongtangzhen, China

Just wanted to echo a previous statement and commend the teacher,
who like no other I have heard,
undeviating presents the Gospel undiluted and without apology.
After all, wasn't The Way meant to be unhindered?
Also, what would our “'blessed hope” (Tit.2:13) be if we were waiting for
our Saviour to return to punish us?
Grace and peace
Maranatha!
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Part 2
For more on CERN and quantum mechanics/physics,
may I recommend Anthony Patch for your consideration?
He has been studying the largest, most expensive most powerful machine
in modern history at Geneva otherwise known as CERN
for almost 30 years!
He is also a confessed believer.
Most of his material can be found on YouTube.
(Btw, Mr.Tatum, I believe your information should receive greater exposure!
Please consider creating a YouTube channel.)
Grace and peace
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

I have been devoted to this site for many months and enthusiastically
await and listen to every new lesson.
The lesson on this universe being presented as a virtual reality was striking to me
since that is my field of endeavour.
As I listened, everything this teacher has taught me converged.
Also everything he has taught me converged with my scientific study.
I felt that light shined suddenly into my life.
Every part of my life as I trusted in Jesus as my savior.
Now the universe makes sense because it has purpose and meaning.
Tokyo, Japan

Very freeing as the Ezekiel powerful words forcefully removed my evil spirit beings
and led me to light of Jesus my only savior and friend forever.
Mogadishu, Somalia

The Bible story talkings are each spectaculing !
I learn of Jesus.
This is the bestest of all !
Zhongtangzhen, China
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These Scripture studies are very engaging and enjoyable.
The teaching is something I have never heard before.
Instead of citing what others have said,
he presents what the Scripture itself says
and explains things calmly and logically, in an engaging manner.
I have begun to greatly appreciate the Christian Bible
and am enjoying learning about Yeshua of Nazareth
Jerusalem, Israel

These messages are majestic, sublime.
Knowing of the true God,
knowing of Jesus as savior
has provided me joy for the first time ever.
Bangalore, India

From the bottom of my heart I thank you for showing me Jesus.
Zhuhai, China

The studies were so new to me but now they are what I feel I need.
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

I have been Christian for many years but the only one in my family
and also I was never aware of another in my entire town.
The Bible studies have changed our world.
We began with the lessons on government, borders and security.
These made so much reasonable sense that every one listened.
The most important of these lessons is the power contained within.
How do I know that there is power?
Simple -- because people are trusting in Jesus as savior.
That is the proof.
Iceland

Incredibly enjoyable studies from the Christian Bible!
If other Christian pastors taught in this manner they could be as well received.
And also incredibly our study group numbers 22
and we are about to begin listening to “The Life of Jesus”.
Bat Yam, Israel

I praise the true God of the universe who has revealed His Son my savior.
Cairo, Egypt

Jesus wonderfuled Shapeha!
Shapeha
China

The philosophies and political systems of the world failed me.
Finally I found refuge in my savior Jesus.
Moscow, Russia

The Bible origin series is a monumental contribution
to the study of the New Testament text.
These studies have reinvigorated scholarly appreciation of the work
performed by the giants of the past, notably the last part of the 20th century.
I deduced fairly quickly who the speaker is.
He could have very easily offered some "name dropping"
but he clearly deliberately chose not to.
I appreciate this.
Everything he presented is available to the public through readily accessible sources.
So he intentionally made himself not the issue.
I commend this work and I am amazed at the pushback
from certain teachers who have a vested interest
in the actual Biblical text not being revealed.
I commend these studies also for the simple Gospel message in every study.
Nuremberg, Germany
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The wondrous message of the wheels of the prophet Ezekiel drove me to Jesus
who I found had been waiting for me.
Beni Suef, Egypt

I thank you for your teaching, so now I rest in Jesus who died for me.
Hong Kong

Before grace I would be good for rewards, favor, acceptance, etc.
Now I'm good for nothing.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

New study posted Saturday, September 30, 2017
#4. Difficult Passages in the Bible
Category #2

– Mistranslations

(frequently compounded by Bad Manuscripts)

“Bematos” -- The Blessing Place of Christ
Closing: John Williams, "Olympic Fanfare"

October 2017
The new study of the "Bematos" has changed my entire outlook on life.
I felt that I could never really draw close to Jesus
because I sensed (as I had been taught)
that a day of judgment would come upon me.
I feel free and full of love.
Now I finally am keen on telling my lost friends about Jesus!
Yarmouth, England

The Bema lesson is outstanding.
I feel that my relationship with Jesus will never be the same!
I am sending it to the Christian broadcasters I know.
Now I am expecting to see hostile reactions.
How sad.
San Clemente, California

This thought of no judgment ever is shocking,
yet I continue to study the issue with you.
Very enjoyable presentation.
Jafn Dabb, Saudi Arabia

Thank you so much for these enlightening studies.
I listened to many history lessons then finally
the Bematos message which struck my heart.
I trusted in Jesus as my savior.
Singapore, Indonesia

So who is the next Christian pastor who is scheduled
to be next on your hatchet job list?
North Hollywood, California

\
He doesn't do hatchet jobs.
He quotes from the Bible then he quotes from them.
Their own words condemn them.
It is good to expose false teachers

Encino, California

This teaching is what is needed now.
False teachers have to be exposed.
I am sick of dead teaching.
Burbank, California

New study posted Wednesday, October 4, 2017
#5. Difficult Passages in the Bible
Category #2
Wood, Hay, Straw

– Mistranslations

or

Gold, Silver, & Precious Stones

The 2 Bematos lessons are powerful beyond my ability to describe
"Wood, Hay, Straw or Gold, Silver, Precious Stones"
The entire scenario of our lives being judged,
our works being burned to see if we get rewards
or lose rewards (whatever that means)

The event has been proven Biblically, without question, to be
a total fabrication.
If we don't get this right, nothing will be right in our lives as believers.
Syracuse, New York

The life of Jesus is astonishing.
The Christian Bible is new for me.
Bethlehem, Israel

The concept of never being judged by G od is enthralling.
We do not have this concept in our Scriptures.
An excellent presentation was made based on the Christian Bible.
These lessons are presented in a very interesting manner
and therefore I will continue to pursue them.
Thank you very much.
Bethlehem, Israel

These are very interesting studies in the Christian Bible.
If it is interesting, many of us are willing to listen.
Thank you very much.
Ashdod, Israel

The studies from the Christian Bible are very good and actually enjoyable.
The manner of teaching is new to me -- it is authoritative and powerful.
I have just started the life of Jesus series.
I have always wanted to know more about Him
but I do not like any presentations I have ever heard prior to this.
Bet Shemesh, Israel

This is beautiful truthing.
Jesus never will be yelling at Ming Ming!
Ming Ming
China

I heard about this "Judgment Seat" (NOT!!!) lesson on local Christian radio.
They were attacking it.
So I went to the site and listened to the front page messages.
I was amazed at the irrefutable evidence presented that there is no judgement.
Now many major broadcasters are presenting the traditional view.
I am also amazed that not one of them addresses the facts presented.
For example, the blatant addition of "to be".
I love these messages.
Every Christian should listen.
Your life will be changed.
Miami, Florida

I am marvelement!
Because of my new friend Jesus He is forever with me.
Shenzhen, China

Thank you friends for the fascinating and enlightening studies from the Christian writings.
The lessons concerning the lack of judgment for believers contradicts
everything I have ever been taught.
However this teaching is, without a doubt, expressed in your writings.
I sense real truth here and I am working through these lessons to seek reconciliation.
Jericho, Israel

I have lost friends, family and all support.
The loss is worth it as I have trusted in Jesus as my savior.
Now I have peace for the first time.
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

I had never heard of the Bematos or judgment seat per se,
but I shared the opinion of most that every person will face a day of judgment.
These lessons present a very different picture.
My understanding is that Jesus can serve as a substitute
for those who are associated with Him.
I am working through the issue.
Thank you for the messages which are actually enjoyable.
Beit Zait, Israel

Oh my dear I listened to the "Bematos":
The Blessing Place of Christ
and was amazed.
As I listen I learn of Jesus who abolished my sin and incredible –
becomes my friend and never judging me.
Seoul, Korea

I have enjoyed these studies for a few months and greatly enjoy them.
The description of the Bematos is exciting and I hope to be able to participate.
I am learning much from these lessons, specifically about Yeshua.
Ramla, Israel

Guang Le is superlative because Jesus, He find me !
Guang Le
China

These Christian Bible studies are a marvel.
I have so learned so much about Jesus of Nazareth. KA
Tel Aviv, Israel

The "Bematos" studies are two of the finest lessons produced by this ministry –
keeping in mind that each of these lessons are wonderful.
If we misunderstand the bematos
we misunderstand everything about our lives as Christians.
If we have a true understanding - as presented clearly and without doubt –
everything else will be right.
I am amazed at the reaction of my unbelieving friends who are enthralled.
Anaheim, California

The Bematos lessons cleared up so much misinformation
and garbage I have carried for years.
The lessons are so beautifully and graciously presented.
They have the ring of truth and authority.
So why am I not surprised that, as soon as these podcasts were published
there was a massive push back of people defending
their position that God will punish us.
These messages of impending judgment upon believers
totally contradicts the Bible.

Their sermons are totally DEAD.
Huntington Beach, California

I was initially drawn to this site because of the majestic Bible origin series
which represents unequivocally the most important
New Testament scholarship of this century.
The knowledge of Greek is impressive and exact.
Now additional lessons have been presented with teaching of the bematos.
The presentation is clear and simple and, yet again,
the Greek knowledge is exact and the presentation is absolutely correct.
Anyone who knows Greek will attest that this interpretation of the bematos
is perfectly in line with what the texts say.
Themistocles
Rafina, Greece

There are so many Bible studies available online.
As I listen to these lessons
and as I read the comments
I am struck by the fact that
what is unique about these messages is
that people are actually saved!
London, England

I trusted in Jesus as my savior.
San Po Kong, China

I myself, as also 3 in my family, as well as also 6 friends -- all trust in Jesus.
Oh thanks so greatly to you.
Iceland

Very interesting Bible messages.
This is my first exposure to Bible and enjoy them very much.
Hanoi, Vietnam

New study posted Sunday, October 22, 2017
#1. 2 Thessalonians – Grace & Peace from our Father
The invisible Encourager

.What's it going to take to turn America around?
The invisible Encourager

"The Invisible Encourager"

restores Believers’ Assurance

YES!

This is exactly what it is going to take to turn America around.
As is the case with so many of these lessons
I am sending it to the Christian broadcasters and to pastors.
Seattle, Washington

I began to listen to these lessons because this pastor
was recommended by a Cardinal Martini.
The message of the invisible encourager lifted my soul.
I pray that Holy Spirit will invade my country.
I believe that this sermon came directly from Holy Spirit and thus it cannot fail.
Milano, Italy

We are all praying for America to repent, to turn back to God,
but amazingly,
we are not praying for the only thing that can make any of that possible:
a sovereign outpouring of Holy Spirit!
This is being sent out to every one of my contacts.
Chicago, Illinois

The Invisible Encourager:
I have total confidence that this is the message can rescue London !
London, England

Thank you for the invisible Encourager encouragement!
This is my prayer for the UK.
Twickenham, England

The Bible origin series is the most comprehensive and best presented study of
the New Testament textual restoration.
Nothing like this has been done in the past 30 years.
One measure of the importance of this series is that
now all of a sudden
we have people presenting New Testament manuscript studies
which are attempting in vain
to defend the poor Byzantine manuscripts.
It would be amusing were it not so sad.
Thank you for this scholarly work.
Berlin, Germany

The powerful message on the invisible Encourager has stirred up incredible interest.
I believe that the pastor has correctly identified the only hope for America to repent –
God unleashing His Holy Spirit.
My unbelieving (moral) friends love it and have made copies!
Indianapolis, Indiana

OKing -- Shia Pei did it.
She trust in Jesus. Amen.
Shai Pei
China

The invisible Encourager message is a great encourager,
and one which is definitely Spirit driven.
People in this dark area hate it.
Christians however are becoming confident and bold
as a result of listening and absorbing.
Boston, Massachusetts

I can always tell when a new lesson has been posted.
Things start shaking; light begins to shine in the darkness.
Evil is exposed.
The correlation between the timing of the studies and the reaction is unmistakable!
This is awesome
Detroit, Michigan

I sense a strange power in the lesson "The invisible Encourager".
The power is strong and somewhat unsettling
and yet
undeniably correct in some sense which I am trying to grasp.
Bat Yam, Israel

Very interesting message of God and His Spirit.
All is very new to me
but I will continue to engage because
I want to know more about the Spirit.
Hanoi, Viet Nam

The study presenting the Spirit of God overwhelming a nation struck me tremendously.
I have a strong sensation that all of this is true.
I am convinced that the Spirit of God is the only remedy to the horrors of today.
I am listening to more studies to find out more about this Spirit of God.
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

The gracious message on Holy Spirit has initiated
a wave of believers praying for an outpouring to save our country.
Novosibirsk, Siberia

Very interesting and compelling message of the Spirit of God.
Thank you for this new information.
Bangkok, Thailand

These beauty talkings majestacal me !
I grab Jesus!
Shenzhen, China

The Bible origin series is a majestic presentation
which presents with irrefutable evidence
that the critical text has established
the original inspired words of Scripture.
As I was listening I recognized the speaker.
He is the one to whom Bruce Metzger was referring as
the only living native speaker of Classical Greek.

Gerhardti
Münster, Germany

Gerhardi, thank you for your gracious remarks.
The affirmations are most welcome.
Just a note of clarification:
Bruce Metzger was speaking in a hyperbolic manner,
which was totally in keeping with his facetious sense of humor.
We acknowledge the numerous scholars throughout the world
who maintain native Greek fluency and we appreciate
their comments based on their unique perspectives.
Johnny Tatum

